Division Memorandum
No. 382, s. 2016

ASSIGNMENT AS DEMONSTRATION TEACHING EVALUATORS AND AS MEMBERS OF THE BEHAVIORAL EVENT INTERVIEWING FOR HIRING OF TEACHER 1 POSITIONS IN SCHOOLS IMPLEMENTING INDIGENOUS PEOPLES EDUCATION PROGRAM EFFECTIVE SCHOOL YEAR 2016-2017

(For the BEI)

To: SOLLIE B. OLIVER, EPS
LUZMINDA B. JASMIN, EPS
FERNARINA T. ALDE, EPS
VALERIANO Y. DELOS REYES, EPS

(For the Demo Teaching)

SOLLIE B. OLIVER, EPS
MARY GLOR D. TABANAO, EPS
PATRIOTISO O. PENAS, PSDS
ELSIE C. DAGOY, PSDS
ZENAIDA G. GUYA, PSDS

1. You are hereby assigned to form part of the team evaluators of the demonstration teaching and the Behavioral Event Interviewing respectively for the Hiring of Teacher 1 positions in schools implementing Indigenous Peoples Education Program effective School Year 2016-2017, with the following schedules to wit;

a. Interview - August 23, 2016, 8:30am @ Digos City Division Office Conference Room
b. Demonstration Teaching - August 24, 2016, 8:30am @ Binaton Elementary School

2. Travel, meals and other expenses relative to said activity are chargeable against IPEd Program Support Fund 2015, subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

3. For information, guidance, and compliance.

DEE D. SILVA, CESO V1
Schools Division Superintendent

Date: JUL 25 2016 10:59AM